Quick Start Guide

Before you get started.

01 Remove the cover from the platform. Turn the Polaroid Lab on by pressing the platform release button on the right side of the Lab. The phone platform will automatically lift into ready position. Check that the rainbow LED is lit up.

02 Gently pull down on the film door to open it.

03 Insert the film pack with the darkside cover facing up. Use only Polaroid i-Type or Polaroid 600 type film.

04 Close the film door. The darkslide will eject automatically beneath the film shield. Lift the film shield and allow it to roll back up, then remove the darkslide.

05 Open the Polaroid Originals app and tap on the 'Polaroid Lab' option. Follow the instructions on the app to select the picture that you would like to use.

06 Place your phone on the Polaroid Lab platform with the screen facing down. Ensure that your phone is aligned lengthways and the top of your phone is facing the top of the platform. Remove any screen protector or phone cover, as this can impair final results.

07 The Polaroid Lab will detect your phone on the platform. The rainbow LED will slowly blink three times and then stay on. If the blinking LED blinks rapidly, realign your phone. Once the blinking stops, press the red shutter button on the front of the Polaroid Lab.

08 Your photo will eject beneath the film shield. After five seconds, lift the film shield, allow it to retract into the Polaroid Lab and then gently remove your photo.

09 Don’t shake or bend the photo! Shield it from light (in a pocket, or face down on a flat surface) until the image begins to emerge - black & white photos take 5-10 minutes, while color pictures take 10-15 minutes.

Have a question you need answered? USA/Canada usa@polaroidoriginals.com +1-212-219-3254 EU/Rest of World service@polaroidoriginals.com 00800 5770 1500 or visit polaroidoriginals.com/help
Check your Polaroid Lab charge level

The battery level is displayed on four LEDs above the USB slot at the back of the Polaroid Lab. They will light up corresponding with your charge level (e.g., 2 LEDs = 50%).

While charging, the LEDs will flash. When fully charged, and still plugged into a power source, the LEDs will be unlit.

LED Film Counter

- Blinking rapidly: No film inserted or no shots remaining
- Solid lights: Current film count (e.g., 4 LEDs = 4 shots remaining)

Rainbow LED Notifications

- No light: Polaroid Lab off
- Slowly blinks 3 times: Reading phone
- Rapid blink: Realign phone
- Light on: Ready for exposure
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